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Detailed style guide for abstracts 

 
General text requirements: 

- The abstract can be uploaded on our website (dok.pte.hu/idk) after registration. 

- To upload your abstract, you can use the TEXT BOX provided for this purpose, where 

you can copy or type the text of your abstract. 

- After selecting the type of presentation, you can enter the title of the presentation and 

the keywords (maximum 5). 

- When entering authors, you can add an unlimited number of authors by clicking on 

the "+" or Add button. 

- Please select the appropriate section (and subsection, if any) for your research topic, 

which will help the organisers to categorise your presentation into a proper section. 

- The abstract body text (excluding title, authors, keywords) should be a minimum of 

500 and a maximum of 2500 characters. A counter at the bottom of the text box indicates 

the current length of the abstract. 

- Each speaker may submit one oral and/or one poster abstract to the conference. 

 

Some requirements regarding the contents of the abstract: 

• The abstract should include the Introduction, Aim, Method, Results and Conclusions. 

They have to focus on new results of the research and highlight the importance of the 

work presented. 

• Different scientific branches do not share the same publication standards, thus some parts 

of the abstract template given at the end of this guide can be omitted, merged, or new parts 

can be added. In every case, authors should use the same style given in this guide. 

• For creating an uniform referencing style please follow the instructions of the citation 

guide given below. 

• Acknowledgement (if needed) follows the main body of the abstract and preceeds 

References. 

• The title of the abstract and the title of the talk presented at the conference should be the 

same. 

• Tables, diagrams, pictures, and figures are not allowed in the abstracts. 

 

One author is allowed to upload two abstracts (an oral presentation and a poster). 

 

Please note, that leaving the rules of this style guide out of consideration could lead to 

the rejection of the submitted abstract. 



 

 

Citation Guide 

Please make sure that your References section is edited according to the citation rules listed 

here. In the body of the abstract all references, must be cited consecutively in numerical order. 

Do not use footnotes for references! 

Please do not list any other references other than those mentioned in the text. 

The date of download should be indicated in case of online references. 

BOOK: 
Fonyó A. Az orvosi élettan tankönyve. Budapest: Medicina; 2011. p. 72-7. 

 

BOOK CHAPTER: 
Davoren JB. Blood Disorders In: McPhee SJ, Lingappa VR, Ganong WF, Lange JD, editors. 

Pathophysiology of Disease. 2nd Ed. Stamford (USA): Appleton & Lange; 1997. p. 98-123. 

 

JOURNAL (UP TO 6 AUTHORS): 
Penaloza A, Melot C, Motte S: Comparison of the Wells score with the simplified revised Geneva score 
for assessing pretest probability of pulmonary embolism in Thrombosis Research 2011;127:81-4. 

 

JOURNAL (MORE THAN 6 AUTHORS): 
Nolan JP, Soar J et al. European Resuscitation Council Guidelines for Resuscitation 2010 Section 1. 

Executive summary. Resuscitation 2010;81:1219–76 

 

ONLINE REFERENCE: 
Ouellette, Daniel R. Pulmonary Embolism. Medscape Refernce. [Internet] 2013. january18. [cited 
2013 Feb 15.] Available from: http://emedicine.medscape.com/article/300901-overview. 
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